Errata
NDP Book 5: Teaching Addition, Subtraction, and Place Value (Revised 2012)

If you have a print copy of this book, please make the following corrections to the text:

Page 8: Problem types table
- In the Join line:
  - Change unknown, the equation should read: $5 + \square = 13$
  - Start unknown, the first line should read: Ana had some plums.
- The third problem type is Combine, not Compare

Page 14: Birthday cake, second paragraph
- Second question should read: “How many fewer candles would have been on the cake last year …?”

Page 24: Using imaging (change unknown – first)
- ‘$2 + \square = 1$’ should be ‘$2 - \square = 1$’

Page 39: Using materials
- Line 10 should read: ‘Have the students model fifty-four …’

Page 70: Key idea 3
- First paragraph: Change ‘canonical from’ to ‘canonical form’

Page 73: Dollars and bills
- Last line: ‘the clerk will record $-7 + 7$’ (+ not −)

Page 75:
- In the line beginning ‘Examples’, ‘so we need’ becomes ‘so we have’.